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KUWAIT: Design driven, modern, ath-
letic - the new Mercedes-Benz GLC is
set to impress rand and car enthusi-
asts as A.R. Albisher and Z. Alkazemi
Company - the exclusive general dis-
tributor of Mercedes-Benz in Kuwait -
confirms its arrival in  Kuwait this
September. The new model, which
succeeds the GLK, is much more spa-
cious and refined and signifies an evo-
lution for the second generation
Mercedes-Benz mid-range SUV, turn-
ing heads with its sleek design and
taking the lead in terms of technolo-
gy, comfort and performance. 

The design philosophy behind the
new GLC favours sensual purity and a
modern aesthetic over the classic off-
road look. The dynamic design exudes
emotional appeal while also employ-
ing purist forms, with clearly defined
lines that deliberately display a
degree of tension.  

“ The second generation of the
mid-range SUV sets benchmarks in
road safety, efficiency, driving per-
formance and design. Offering out-
standing capabilities both on-road
and off, we are confident the new GLC

will be well received across Kuwait,
and continue the success Mercedes-
Benz enjoys in the overall SUV seg-
ment.” said Michael Ruehle, CEO,
Abdul Rahman Albisher & Zaid
Alkazemi Company.

With its athletic and urban design,
all-round capabilities and supreme
comfort, the GLC fits seamlessly with
any lifestyle, whether for a family trip
on- or off- road, a sporty adventure
with friends or just a comfortable driv-
ing experience around the city. 

The new GLC is available in two
models, the GLC 250 4MATIC and the
GLC 300 4MATIC. The former comes
with the OFF ROAD Line exterior that
includes 19-inch multi-spoke light
alloy wheels, radiator grille with twin
louvres and chrome inserts, bumpers
with a chrome-plated underguard at
front and rear, two chrome-plated
tailpipes, polished aluminium trim
and roof rails in anodised aluminium.
The GLC 300 4MATIC comes with the
sporty AMG Line exterior -   with dis-
tinctive AMG body styling, AMG
wheels, chrome package, and
enhanced performance and driving

dynamics thanks to the sports sus-
pension.

GLC interior: spacious, 
elegant and modern

The GLC’s interior conjures up the
feel-good atmosphere that is a
Mercedes-Benz brand hallmark, with
premium materials, including nappa
leather and open-pore wood trim,
meticulously finished details and an
appealing overall touch and feel. A
key focus of the totally new interior
design is the dashboard and the cen-
tre console with its flowing lines, and
large, one-piece console panel sweep-
ing elegantly from the centre air vents
to the armrest. These clear-cut lines
create a feeling of open space and
establish a purist, modern vibe. 

The newly developed innovative
touchpad, located in the hand rest,
nestles ergonomically in the centre
console. As on a smartphone, this pro-
vides for very simple and intuitive
operation of all the head-unit func-
tions using finger gestures. A centrally
positioned media display is partially
integrated above the centre console. 

The new GLC is substantially more
spacious for front and rear passengers
alike. The increase in the GLC’s length
in comparison to the previous model
has been translated effectively into
useful interior space. ( 12 cms longer
& 5 Cms wider)

Both the GLC 250 4MATIC and GLC
300 4MATIC come with EXCLUSIVE line
interior, including upholstery in ARTI-
CO man-made leather/fabric, ARTICO-
covered dashboard with contrasting
topstitching, seats featuring an exclu-
sive upholstery design, Interior Light
package, the 3-spoke multifunction
steering wheel, high-gloss brown line
structure lime wood trim in the GLC
250 4MATIC and light aluminium trim
in the GLC 300 4MATIC.

Driving enjoyment, 
on- and off-road

The new GLC offers the DYNAMIC
SELECT handling control system with
five driving programs as standard. In
addition to the ECO, COMFORT,
SPORT, SPORT+ and INDIVIDUAL set-
tings, which are familiar from other
models, the new all-rounder, can also
be equipped with the Off-Road
Engineering package. This comprises
up to five programs: Slippery, Off-
road, Incline, Rocking Assist and
Trailer. 

The Off-Road Engineering package
additionally includes a robust Gemtex
underride guard, which takes the
stress out of heavy ground contact as
on the previous model. Downhill
Speed Regulation (DSR) is also includ-
ed for controlled downhill driving. The
driver can pre-set a speed using the
cruise control lever. This set speed is
then maintained automatically on
downhill stretches, without any need
to operate the brake pedal. 

The new GLC features the AGILITY
CONTROL suspension with steel
springs and a variable damping sys-
tem as standard. The suspension com-
bines excellent driving stability and
sporty agility with optimum comfort
and outstanding off-road capabilities. 

The nine-stage 9G-TRONIC auto-
matic transmission comes as standard
on the   GLC 250 4MATIC and the GLC
300 4MATIC,  offering an impressively
high shift speed and perfect transi-
tions for energetic sprinting as well as
with gentle, barely perceptible gear
changes for enjoyable cruising.  

Mercedes-Benz Intelligent Drive: 
guardian angels on board 

As part of the Intelligent Drive con-
cept, the safety systems combine data
from various sensor technologies to
enhance comfort and safety substan-
tially. COLLISION PREVENTION ASSIST

PLUS, Crosswind Assist, Headlamp
Assist and ATTENTION ASSIST are on
board as standard. The Driving
Assistance package Plus provides an
even more comprehensive scope of
active safety features, comprising DIS-
TRONIC PLUS with Steering Assist and
Stop & Go Pilot, PRE-SAFE(r) Brake
with pedestrian detection, BAS PLUS
with Cross-Traffic Assist, Active Blind
Spot Assist,  Active Lane Keeping

Assist and PRE-SAFE(r) PLUS.
The Head-up Display (HUD) in the

new GLC displays important informa-
tion directly in the driver’s field of
vision on the front windscreen, pro-
viding for clear legibility and less dis-
traction from the road ahead, and
includes information on speed, post-
ed speed limits, navigation instruc-
tions and messages from the DIS-
TRONIC system.

The new Mercedes-Benz GLC
Versatility and style in an unrivalled all-terrain SUV

KUWAIT: Ahli United Bank held its
weekly draw of Al-Hassad Islamic
Saving program on October 7, 2015.
This program offers the biggest prize
amount to the largest number of win-
ners. The prize program succeeded in
becoming the first and only prize
account in Kuwait compliant with the
Islamic Shari’a principles. The program
has been developed to fulfil the needs
of the Bank customers and increase
their opportunities in winning size-
able and attractive prizes in addition
to enjoying the latest banking advan-
tages that Ahli United Bank provides.

On this occasion, the bank issued
the following press release: Al Hassad
Islamic Saving program offers the
highest amounts of prizes which
amount to KD 3.4 Million per year. This
program also offers 26 weekly prizes,
with the highest number of weekly
winners. The Islamic Hassad Saving
Account may be opened by the lowest
amount to open an account, which is
KD 100.

The winner of the weekly grand prize
in the amount of KD 25,000/- is: 
-Amal Abdulrasool Mohammed.

The winners of the KD 1,000 prize
each:  
-Abdulla Ahmed Al Jadawi, Shirin Aida
Adenwala,
-Anyukourn Chanphirom
-Mohammed Mnahe Al-Osaimi,
-Fares Falah Al Basman,
-Shammah Khalifah Aljnaa
-Naser Mohammed Al Mudhaf
-Yacoub Jassim Mohamad
-Samirah Omar Mohammed

-Ahmed Assem Mohamed
-Adel Mohammad Hasan
-Falah Abdulla Al Braiki
-Awad Saber Al Shimmary
-Salahaldin A. Rahim
-A. Aziz Husain Dashti
-Mohammed Hassan Maki
-Judell Joann Alves
-Karim Jaafar Al Modaweb
-Hameeda Mirza Alasfoor
-Esam Mohd Ahmed
-Jamileh Yousif
-Anita Mascarenhas
-Khalid Abdullatif Khalid
-Duke Karunakarn Esthacky
-Mahmood Alawi Shubbar.

The prize program of “Al Hassad
Islamic Saving” from Ahli United Bank
offers a weekly grand prize worth KD
25,000/- in addition to 25 weekly
prizes worth a total of KD 25,000 dis-
tributed to 25 prizes, KD 1,000 for
each winner.

In addition, prizes of Al Hassad
Islamic saving program from Ahli
United Bank offer 4 quarterly grand
prizes announced in quarterly draws.
Each is a “Salary for Life” prize which is
worth KD 25,000. 

In general, Ahli United Bank contin-
ues to offer innovative tools and
means to meet the needs of its cus-
tomers to match the Bank’s long histo-
ry of distinctive services which extend
over 73 years during which the Bank
managed to take the lead among
local banks.

For further information about “Al
Hassad Islamic Saving” account, cus-
tomers may call at any Ahli United
Bank branch, or call: “Hayakom” serv-
ice at 181 2000.

‘Ahli United Bank’
announces winners

of weekly draw BERLIN/LONDON: Like many chief
executives, Martin Winterkorn was a
demanding boss who didn’t like
failure. But critics say the pressure
on managers at Volkswagen was
unusual, which may go some way
to explaining the carmaker’s crisis.

Three weeks after it admitted to
cheating US emissions tests,
Europe’s largest carmaker is under
pressure to identify who exactly
was responsible. Volkswagen has
declined to comment on whether
the firm’s culture or the manage-
ment style of Winterkorn, who
resigned last month, had been a
factor in the cheating. Lawyers for
Winterkorn did not respond to a
request for comment.  But now that
VW’s problems are coming out into
the open and Winterkorn has gone,
some executives are declaring that
the company needs to change its
approach.  “We have to streamline

our processes,” Volkswagen Group
of America CEO Michael Horn told a
US congressional hearing when
asked about what the revelations
said about VW’s integrity.  “This
company has to bloody learn and
use this opportunity in order to get
their act together, and 600,000 peo-
ple worldwide have to be managed
in a different way,” he said. “This is
very, very clear.”

Bernd Osterloh, a member of
VW’s supervisory board, was even
more precise in a letter to staff on
Sept. 24, a week after US  regulators
revealed the cheating. “We need in
future a climate in which problems
aren’t hidden but can be openly
communicated to superiors,” said
Osterloh, who as chief of the VW
works council represents employ-
ees on the board. “We need a cul-
ture in which it’s possible and per-
missible to argue with your superior

about the best way to go.” Five for-
mer VW executives interviewed by
Reuters and industry observers
describe a management style under
Winterkorn that fostered a climate
of fear, an authoritarianism that
went unchecked partly due to a
company structure unique in the
German motor industry.

“The culture and organisational
structure of Volkswagen are not
comparable to Daimler or BMW, it is
something specific,” said Professor
Ferdinand Dudenhˆffer, automotive
expert at the University of
Duisburg-Essen. “All you hear when
you speak to people is that there is
a special pressure at VW.” Lawyers
for Winterkorn, who said when he
quit that he was unaware of any
wrongdoing on his part, did not
respond to a request for comment.

NO AUTHORITY
All German companies have two

boards: the management board, led
by the chief executive, runs the
business day-to-day, and above it
the supervisory board, to which the
CEO reports. The supervisory board
can hire and fire management
board members and must sign off
on major strategic decisions.
Dudenhˆffer said this system did
not work well at Volkswagen. “In
Daimler and BMW, you have a
supervisory board that is control-
ling the CEO. But at VW you have no
such authority,” he told Reuters.

VW’s 20-seat supervisory board
gives nine seats apiece to workforce
and shareholder representatives, so
meeting a legal requirement to
have equal representation.  But VW
differs from other German carmak-
ers in one respect - the firm’s home
state of Lower Saxony also gets two
seats on the supervisory board. By
contrast, Daimler, the maker of
Mercedes-Benz cars, and BMW have

no politicians on their boards.
Industry observers say the repre-
sentatives from Lower Saxony and
those of the workforce share a com-
mon goal: protecting jobs at one of
Lower Saxony’s biggest employers.
As a consequence they are willing
to give the CEO a relatively free
hand provided he delivers on jobs.

Henning Gebhardt of Deutsche
Bank’s asset and wealth manage-
ment unit, who manages VW shares,
said corporate governance had not
progressed at the company.  Labour
officials and Lower Saxony repre-
sentatives did not immediately
respond to requests for comment.

HUMBLE BACKGROUND
Winterkorn has supporters. Marc

Trahan, a retired executive vice
president at Volkswagen Group of
America, said he believed
Winterkorn and some of his top
engineers would never have coun-
tenanced the cheating.

“I know Dr Winterkorn personal-
ly. I know these guys personally.
There is no way they would have
allowed this to continue if they had
known that US laws were being
broken,” Trahan told Reuters.

VW design chief Klaus Bischoff
said he could not imagine that
Winterkorn knew of or tolerated
cheating. “He is a hard-core engi-
neer who was deeply engaged with
the physics of a car but had nothing
to do with software matters,”
Bischoff said.  Winterkorn was born
in 1947 into a humble background:
his parents were ethnic German
refugees who had recently fled
Hungary after World War Two. After
studying metallurgy, he rose
through the ranks at engineering
and electronics group Bosch before
he joined Audi in 1981, later moving
to the VW brand and then the
group.— Reuters

Fear and respect: VW’s 
culture under Winterkorn

WOLFSBURG: A man arrives at gate 17 of the plant of German car
maker Volkswagen (VW) in Wolfsburg, central Germany. Several engi-
neers at scandal-hit German automaker Volkswagen had admitted to
installing the device in the company’s cars aimed at cheating pollu-
tion tests. The global scam had wiped more than 40 percent off
Volkswagen’s market capitalisation and led chief executive Martin
Winterkorn to resign.  — AFP


